
Article 5. 
In serotonin rhythms.  
 
Infrared. If you don’t believe you never will. That’s the human capacity of the serotonin rhythms 
of and to the impulse rates of its skies. And Pollution 5]Z perhaps caress and suggest in 
integral, the need to release endorphins under 1s sky for healthy circulatory rhythms.  
 
And health, it stabs you in the back full on velocity by the subject’s rhythms; Integrity. That 
upholds its weight and drowns of uncertainty.  
 
Freedom against its will. Will define the units believed to breathe according to time. The left 
ventricle. In that serotonin relieves the level of the eye adjacent to the Truth. The mouth. And 
speak, though we never will, define instance t to the time it takes to travel based on reflective 
rates. And t, minus the subfracture of its infrastructure suggests, plate tectonics, to nitrogen as 
nourishment is to sound.  
 

Tone of voice.  
1. Serotonin to the eye and fall back and down and through again. Without its plate 

tectonics square, the subject 2W of 3.13 never will adjust its rates.  
2. The red, in the left ventricle, believes in just, what just is, as I grew up by its refractive 

rates, and [i] grow up, around its cost.  
3. And for the money is honest, it’s left ventricle; to believe what it is to believe, that I 

subject squared is lacking the nourishment of Freedom found Within. The bond.  
4. And light, life, is of no turning points, that vanishing coexists, to subject R, its Right Eye, 

and its left feelings to endorphins. Coincide its speeds, to carbon 2W of 3.16.  
 

The Right Eye.  
1. It’s coincide that cries and cries our just, what just is, as the world is small, and time, its 

left ventricle.  
2. And blood, blood is to teach us a lesson, of its fees and of IRD the refractions of a cost. 

Of its lost ventricle.  
 

Carbon 3.13  
Its systems connections  

Of the Pineal Gland  
 

3.16  
Its rates.  

The carbon flats.  


